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THE ROLE OF HUMANISM IN ASIAN RECONSTRUCTION THE ROOTS OF HUMANISM. Humanism, a viewpoint toward life which centres on the human person, it is very practical and far-reaching concept which has interested man ever since he started exploring various solution to the problems of his existence on earth. The survival and progress of human life are certainly important from whatever standpoint -- sentimental, intellectual, spiritual, scientific, artistic, philosophical, or religions. Indeed, man's attention in both East and West always has been focused primarily on these matters. In Asia, mankind's earliest recorded words were uttered in praise of the vastness of life, as in the Book of Veda, or extolled life as the universal reality, as in Chinese Book of Changes. We may say that any philosophy which takes human life as its central concern, and which does not leave aside living beings in his quest for an understanding of the universe and the greater knowledge of the truth, contains humanist elements. Thus, there is humanism wherever there is culture -- wherever there are people living in society. For in order to survive man must adapt himself actively to the climatic, geographical, social, and historical conditions of his environment, working so as to make this environment progressively more favourable to his life and development. As man has created culture, he has inevitably humanized his way of living. We see, then, that humanist tendencies are traditional and, in fact, have always existed among men. On the other hand, the way in which they have shaped men's thinking has not always been the same. Over the centuries they have given birth to diverse systems of humanist thought and, 1



accordingly, humanism has meant many things. An American historian, Professor Edward P. Cheyney, has written: "It may be the reasonable balance of life that the early humanist discovered in the Greeks; it may be merely the study of the humanities or polite letters; it may be the freedom from religiosity and the vivid interest in all sides of life of a Queen Elizabeth or a Benjamin Franklin; it may be the responsiveness to all human passions of a Shakespeare or a Goethe; or it may be a philosophy of which man is the centre and sanction. It is in the last sense, elusive as it is that Humanism has had perhaps its greatest significance since the sixteenth century". (1) According to the definition common in European thought, humanism is a philosophy of life which takes the human element as its centre and considers religious beliefs as only secondary. This concept took root during the Renaissance period in France, when scholars started to criticize the all- powerful nature of religious doctrine and to advocate a liberal attitude in research which would regard the mortal human being as an important entity. These scholars, who took an optimistic view of life and wholeheartedly praised the Greco-roman philosophies, belonged to the humanist school. Early in the 19th century, there arose some criticism of the socialism of Saint-Simon. Many people held that literature and the arts should not depend excessively on reason but should take into account man's feelings as well. This was the start of modern humanist thought. More recently there has been a trend of philosophical thought concerning human life toward such forms as pragmatism, personalism, and existentialism. Although different in form from the earlier romanticism, these doctrines also disapprove the concept of abstract rationalism and turn their attention to the practical consideration of the human person and his way of living. Thus, humanism is a philosophy whose basis and preoccupation is the human person. In observing or coping with life's problems, it always focuses on the human person and his relationship to nature and to human society. According to its tenets, man is not an abstract object but a (1)



Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, ( Mac Millan 1937 ), Vol. VI, p. 541. Quoted by Corliss Lamont in " Humanism as a Philosophy ", ( Philosophical Library, New York, 1949 ), pp. 17 - 18
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complete entity, a vigorous being that needs to learn and to love, a flesh and blood creature living in a society conditioned by certain historical, geographical, and economic factors. It follows that humanism is primarily concerned with human happiness and believes in man's potentiality to solve his own problems. Although it is a profound concept, it can meet man's practical everyday needs in addition to his idealistic yearnings. It preaches that man, faced as he is by concrete problems in his life on this earth, cannot ignore his close links either with nature or with his human fellows of past, present, and future, his partners in the process of social evolution. He has an obligation to respect in himself the potentiality for progress which distinguishes him from other animals and which drives him relentlessly toward noble aims ; the ideals of Truth, Beauty, and Goodness Humanism believes in humanity's boundless capacity for progress, working up from the smallest matters toward the creation of an ideal universal life. ASIAN HUMANISM ._ As we have mentioned, the root of humanism lie in the cultural history of Asia, as represented by the great and ancient cultures of India and China. Indeed, while the Greeks were pondering the nature of material things, whether matter was water or fire, whether it was dynamic or static, Chinese thinkers were plying their efforts in the study of human nature. Having recognized and glorified life as the greatest virtue of nature (The 5 Books), as something boundless in its immensity (Artharva Veda), and as the immortal and energizing source of all creation (Katha-Up), Asian philosophers directed their scrutiny to the centre of this miracle, the human person. They took as the object of their search, and of all knowledge, the understanding not of things but of man. According to the Chinese Books, the crux of life lies in understanding man, and that in turn enables the wise administration of people. First of all, man must get to know himself. Only latter can he hope to understand fully the nature of all creation. Today, in our modern world, even the scientists seem to have accepted this point of view. One such man, Sir James Jeans, has written: "We human being are no longer strangers in a universe of insignificant things as we have mistakenly thought ourselves to be".
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Once asked to define the objective of knowledge, Confucius answered as follows: "It is to know people. . .to help virtuous people get ahead and to push back the dishonest ones, or if possible, to straighten them out". This was the conception of one who believed that an under-standing of mankind is essential to the achievement of human happiness. For many centuries this traditional philosophy has considered as its central concern all the varied aspects of human life -- man's destiny and character, his reason and spirit. It never lost sight of the human person, whether in thought or action, and hence was one focal point of Asian humanism. This thought system is described in full by Confucian and Taoist books and is mentioned briefly but clearly in the Books of the Golden Mean, which assert that " Virtue resides both in the outward things and within ourselves, and we must act appropriately according to time and place". This humanist philosophy of the Golden Mean, with its harmonization of the idealistic and practical sides of life, was said recently by Lin Yutang to embody the whole concept of the Chinese. In "My Country And My People", he wrote: "Chinese humanism has a very definite meaning. It implies first a just conception of the ends of human life; secondly, a complete devotion to these ends; and thirdly, the attainment of these ends by the spirit of human reasonableness or the doctrine of Golden Mean which may be called the Religion of Common Sense. Chinese humanists believe they have found the true end of life and are conscious of it. For the Chinese, the end of life lies not in life after death, for the idea that we live in order to die, as taught by Christianity, is incomprehensible; nor in Nirvana, for that is too metaphysical; nor in the satisfaction of accomplishment, for that is too vainglorious; nor yet in progress for progress's sake, for that is meaningless. The true end, the Chinese have decided in a singularly clear manner, lies in the enjoyment of a simple life, especially the family life, and in harmonious social relationships. . . "A Humanism has developed which frankly proclaims a mean centred universe, and lays down the rule that the end of all knowledge is to serve happiness. The humanizing of knowledge is not an easy thing, for the moment man swerves, he is carried away by his logic and becomes a tool of his own knowledge. Only by a sharp and steadfast holding to the true 4



end of human life as one sees it can humanism maintain itself. Humanism occupies, for instance, a mean position between the other worldliness of religion and the materialism of the modern world. Buddhism may have captured popular fancy in China, but against its influence the true Confucianism was always inwardly resentful, for it was, in the eyes of humanism, only an escape from life, or a negation of the truly human life". Concerning the general humanist spirit, Lin Yutang drew this conclusion: "For after all, the sum of all human wisdom and the problem of all human knowledge is how man shall remain a man and how he shall best enjoy his life". This harmonizing of heaven and earth, of the idealistic and the practical, of the inward and the outward, and of emotion and reason is indeed the basis of Chinese humanism. It gave birth to a culture so strong and persuasive that, not long after its appearance in the region of China's Yellow River basin, it already was expanding toward north, south east, and west. To the south, it helps merge many diverse peoples, languages, and religions into the immense nation which the territory of China embraces today. This same humanist culture also influenced greatly all South-East Asia, and especially Vietnam. Some people have likened Chinese culture to a sea and other surrounding cultures to rivers whose different waters all flow into that sea. Without passing judgment on the validity of this concept, nevertheless we must acknowledge that our own Vietnamese scholars of the past were influenced deeply by Chinese humanism. To be sure, the expansion of Chinese culture was not always achieved peacefully. Often it took place in the wake of violence, as the history of Vietnam so eloquently testifies. For this reason, its impact has been entirely different from that of the peaceful and benevolent expansion in the same areas of India's culture influence or, more particularly of Buddhism, and different also from the impact of Confucianism's harmonizing, fraternal, and generous spirit. Buddhism is, in essence, a humanist philosophy, especially in the primitive form it took before it had branched into divergent metaphysical schools. 1./ Buddhism is humanist, primarily, because Buddha avoided the extremes and adopted the middle way. In his first sermon, Buddha said: 5



"What is associated with passion and desire, with baseness and vulgarity, is all ineffective and therefore useless, and what is associated with egotism, asceticism and suffering is all miserable and therefore also useless. To avoid these two extremes, Buddha conceived the Golden Mean, which lead to self-perception and knowledge, to inner peace and supreme consciousness, to total enlightenment and to Nirvana". 2./ It is humanist because Buddha remained silent on metaphysical questions concerning the permanence or non-permanence of life. 3./ It is humanist because Buddha recalled men to a practical and moral existence, urging them to follow the Eight-fold Path toward a life virtuous in thought, speech, and behaviour. 4./ It is humanist because Buddha opened his Way to every-one, treating all as equals in the struggle against domination by arbitrary Brahmanism bonzes. He offered all men and women, regardless of rank or class, full freedom to seek happiness, human dignity, and a wholesome character compounded of charity, love, and good will. 5./ It is humanist because its dogmatic basic is the use of love to fight hatred. Buddha said: "it is a fact that one cannot use hatred to eliminate hatred; only love can destroy hatred; this is a permanent truth" (Dhamapada). Primitive Buddhism is indeed a profound humanist philosophy, one which can satisfy the human soul more effectively even than humanist philosophies fathered by Confucius. Corliss Lamont has appraised Buddha as "one of the great religious leaders who made a substantial contribution to the humanist tradition". Perhaps Lamont has best summarized his reason for his belief in these words: "Buddha's sayings, such as those embodied in the Eight fold Path of Virtue, dealt primarily with a code of conduct for this world. He neither was nor interested in ordinary religious rituals, sacrifices, and other observances. He believed that men could overcome the miseries of life by giving up their narrow personal aims and tormenting desires. It was a high doctrine of altruism and self renunciation, with a some-what negative 6



emphasis on the individual avoidance of pain and sorrow rather than an affirmative on building happiness within the good society and through social cooperation". (1) Buddhist humanism aims basically at liberating man from life's burdens. Confucian seeks primarily, to better man's practical life in relation to his family, society, and nation. Hence, Buddhist humanism contradicts Confucian humanism in the same way that an open society contradicts a closed one, or humanity its people, or the world its states. In his book "La Pensée de L'Asia et L'Astrologie ", René Berthelot observed that India's philosophic reasoning had set its course in a different direction from Chinese Confucianism by applying to human society and history "the concept of impersonal natural laws which, as first conceived, pertained to celestial and vegetal phenomena". The intellectual contradiction between the Indian and Chinese approach is basic. The latter aims only to apply to life a logical human philosophy grounded in the Theory of Cause and Effect and thus fails to penetrate to the real essence of life. Actually, man's life depends on sentiment as well as reason, on both his heart and his mind. To be wholesome, his life must be lived in proper relation to a conditioned evolution; he simply cannot lead a life isolated from the rest of creation and independent of natural conditions. But if from the strictly intellectual point of view the universal concept is quite opposed to the particular one and the concept of humanity contradicts that of the individual man, from the humanist view point this contradiction is resolved. Humanism holds that man is a concrete living creature of flesh and blood endowed with reason and sentiments, whose survival depends on his adapting continually in response to changing geographical and climatic conditions and social and historical factors. As circumstances shift he must seek always to master new situations if he is to live and evolve. But if the environment necessitated charges on his part, still it can never destroy him. He remains master of his own life. His ability to master his environment is an exclusively human characteristic, (1)



Corliss Lamont " Humanism as a Philosophy ", ( Philosophical Library, New York, 1949 ), p. 63
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growing from mankind's spiritual quality. It enables man to accommodate to his changing environment without having to change his essence; man always remains himself. As a result, his survival has surpassed even the superficial limits of time and space, as Daniel Rops has noted in his definition of the humanist concept of Catholicism: "The complete expression of man depending, on the one hand, on the transitory conditions of time and of the space in which he lives, and on the other hand, on the transcendent reality of his being by which he surpasses even those very conditions". (1) NATIONALITY VS. HUMANITY. _ From the humanist viewpoint, therefore, mankind is composed of living beings and is not just a metaphysical concept. Nor are man's efforts to lead a full and wholesome life in any way contradictory to his nationality. On the contrary, he develops his complete personality only through his nationality, thereby helping to manifest the rich principles of humanism in diverse cultural systems. Once a distinct culture makes its appearance within a group of people living together in the midst of time and space, the group may be called a society. When a society achieves political unity complementing its ideological and cultural unity, it may then be considered a nation. While not a new term, nationality has assumed this new political connotation in the western world since the French revolution. In earlier times, religion, race, and culture constituted the most important consolidating and unifying forces in any society. Gradually, however, religious influence was superseded in Europe by the influence of rationalism, and the Church lost its former dominance as the refuge of the oppressed and the greatest unifying force in human society!; instead the unifying role passed to nation which derived their authority from the popular conscience of various societies. By this evolution nationality came to be defined in political, economic, and social terms, applying to any society which accepted a certain political order and a particular government. From then on, the concept that nationality sprang from (1)



Daniel Rops, " Ce qui meurt et ce qui nait ", p. 46. ( Ed. Plon, Paris ), 1943
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diverse adaptation to life was forgotten: mankind's humanist values were displaced by new politico-economic values. As a result, the European continent, with an area about equal to that of China, is divided today into more than twenty distinct nations. From the humanist viewpoint, this nation might better have developed as a single society. Indeed, the contemporary concept of nationality is basically inconsistent with the traditional viewpoint of Asian humanism. Asian culture has always taken the humanist values of the individual as the starting point and the object of nationalism. As the Vietnamese writer Phan-Văn-Trường pointed out: "Man has to find his place in humanity through the family and the state". According to this conception, the state, like the family and social class, is only a stepping stone to help man attain still higher aims. Both social division and politico-economic arrangements are mere means to the end of self-perfection, to the fuller development of the sacred worth of the human person. In effect, each person constitutes within himself a small world with infinite capacity for progress. Tagore has referred to this phenomenon in speaking of "the infinite personality of man": "This personality, which is the conscious principle of oneness, the centre of relationships, is the reality -- therefore the ultimate object of attainment. I must emphasize this fact, that this world is a real world only in its relation to a central personality. When that centre is taken away, then it falls to pieces, becomes a heap of abstraction, matter and force, logical symbols; and even those -- the thinnest semblances of reality -- would vanish into absolute nothingness if the logical person in the centre, to whom they are related in some harmony of reason, were nowhere ".(1) This infinite personality is made up not of man's reason only, but also of his heart, which can comprehend everything including human problems that surpass rational limits. In this sense of comprehension we find the real core of Asia's " Southern culture". (1)



R. Tagore, " Personality ", p. 98 , Lecture Delivered in America ( MacMillan and Co. Ltd. , St. Martin's Street, London ), 1954
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THE SOUTHERN CULTURE . _ The Chinese culture which developed in Northern China was assimilated into the Ts'o-Yueh culture, centred in the southern valley of the Yangtze Kiang River, shortly after the violent reign of Emperor Ts'in Shin Hwang unified China. As it expanded from there southward, however, Chinese culture became impregnated with harmonizing tendencies. The Confucian nationalism of the north, which ran counter to the universal tendencies of Buddhism, was tempered gradually by its contact with Taoism, a special product of the south, emphasizing the feelings and the imagination. While Han Yu was urging the government in Northern China to destroy all religions scriptures and pagodas, the people of Vietnam, on the threshold of South-East Asia was developing a new philosophy that harmonized the teaching of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. In a parallel development the Aryan civilization in Northern India, as it expanded toward the basin of the Ganges River, gave birth to Buddhism after coming into contact with Dravidian civilization. When it spread encountered resistance from the nationalist doctrine of Indian Brahmanism, Buddhism expanded toward the region of South-East Asia, and was welcomed there. We see, then that the philosophy of sentimental humanism imbedded in South-East Asia was a sort of bridge over the abyss separating Asia's national tendencies from its universal ones. In the opening passage of his work " South-East Asia Between Two Worlds ", Tibor Mende Wrote : "We know that, in about 2000 BC., a people of Aryan tongue invaded India and propagated their language and traditions throughout the whole peninsula Fourteen hundred years later, Siddhartha Gautama posed his immortal question: 'Why am I not perfectly happy?' And his answers seem to have made the wisdom of the Brahmins seem pale by comparison. Three centuries later, the missionaries of Ashoka carried the message of Buddha to Kashmir and to Persia, to Alexandria and to Ceylan. Still later, as Brahmanism reasserted itself to the land of Gautama, Buddhism spread 10



into Burma, Siam, China, Japan, and portion of Indochina. Now, at the very time when Gautama was searching for his answers, an aristocrat in Northern China founded an academy where 'wisdom' was to be probed and taught. And during the same period, in South China, an imperial librarian was preaching a stoical indifference to pleasure and a return to the imaginative simplicity of past centuries. The ideas of Confucius, of Lao Tze, and of the Indian Prince Gautama all spread over rivers and mountains, far beyond the frontiers of China and India, and eventually on to the seas, down the Malayan peninsula, and across to Indonesia". (1) After the era of the missionaries of Emperor Ashoka the people of the East turned toward Tibet to hear the voice of charity and mercy. Then, again, the centre shifted: "From the third to the sixth century of our area, it was in Vietnam that Indian Buddhism triumphed, imported by Indian bonzes or Vido Scythes and Sodian missionaries. The reputation of Annamite Buddhism was so great that the Chinese scholar Meou Po, being eager to study Buddhism, had to journey to Tonkin (North Vietnam). His arrival was by sea; many other missionaries followed later by the same route and were warmly welcomed by the Annamite adepts".(2) Meou Po journeyed to Tonkin to study Buddhism, but actually he started by plunging into research on Taoism and the cult of the immortals. Only in 194-195 A.D. did his study of Buddhism commence. In his fact we see reflected that, in that ancient era, North Vietnam was a meeting point for all the diverse strains of Asian humanism: the moral doctrine of Confucius, the imaginative teachings of Lao Tzu, and the sentimental religious of Buddha. Then came the holy war of Mohamed, Muslim culture, which had started by spreading over the Middle East and Africa, eventually entered Asia through India and expanded gradually into Malaya and Indonesia. "For a short period afterwards, the Mongolian splendour illuminated the Asian sky. For a while, under Genghis Khan, the market place of Asian (1) (2)



Tibor Mende, " L'Asie du Sud-Est Entre Deux Mondes ", ( Edition du Seuil ), p. 14. Dr. O. Migot, " Le Bouddhisme en Indochine ", ( Bulletin de la Société des Etudes Indochinoises ), T. XXI, 1946
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ideas was at Karakorum. Christian enjoys, Buddhist scholars from India, Chinese artisans, Byzantine and Armenian merchants, and Indian mathematicians and astronomers all were found in his court. Marco Polo, after visiting there, related how Mongols had defied great armies of the Burmese, how their archers had succeeded against columns of Burmese elephants, and how the Mongols had conquered Peru".(1) While all continental Asia, including both India and China, was labouring under Mongolian domination, the ancient land of Giao-Châu and NhậtNam (now North Vietnam), gateway to South-East Asia, had checked the Mongol's expansion by a magnificent show of material and spiritual strength. These people who courageously resisted the Mongolian invasion had assimilated in some measure of culture of the Chou in China, that characteristic southern culture, romantic and sentimental which also had so strongly influence the other people of South-East Asia. Tibor Mende has written of this culture as follows: "This unity of South-East Asia has as its vital source the common denomination of Indian influence. In the course of history, Chine and India have had many contacts throughout the lands of islands of South-East Asia. However, the inhabited regions of these two vast countries are themselves 2,000 kilometres apart, although their frontiers are virtually contiguous. The Chinese began to occupy the southern province of Yunnan only in the 13th century and their culture has never penetrated directly beyond Annam. Yet there have developed in many places SinoIndian cultural patterns. Within the continent, especially in Burma, Siam, and Tonkin, Chinese influence has dominated. But along the coasts and on the coastal islands Indian influence is most apparent. While traces of Chinese influence in South-East Asia are quite numerous on the whole, all are enveloped in the monumental shadow of India... "On this Indian Brahmanism, and Buddhist foundation, various local cultures and states were built, in the 8th century, at the height of its power, the Sailendra empire reigned over Malaya, Ceylon, part of the Philippines, Formosa, and a great part of what is today Indonesia. There had been rich (1)



Op. , cit. ,p. 15
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and sumptuous predecessors in Malaya, Cambodia, and Java. Pandurangam was a large Annamese city in the 3rd century. Two hundred years later, it was the splendour of Kamboja. In the following century Angkor was built. After the passing of Sailendra's empire, new and powerful Hindustani states came into being in Sumatra, Java, and Thailand. In the 13th century the Burmanist empire of Madjapabit, with its centre at Java, was a dominant power in South-East Asia, its main preoccupation being trade between India and China. Still later, it was Malaya which extended its power as far as Sumatra and onto neighbouring shores... "Then, after a few centuries of grandeur, these diverse civilizations disappeared completely. But what was the reason for their eclipse? Why did the original inspiration reflected in these many splendid mirrors begin to dry up? The vitality of the races of Central Asia had been sapped. China sank into chaos. The conquering ardour of Islam waned. India, after its radiant magnanimity had lighted up the eastern horizon, as Tagore said, withdrew behind a narrow barrier into obscurity where, with selfish and sordid pride, it sad silently folded upon itself in a state of spiritual poverty, absurdly repeating a past that had lost its splendour... "Many regions in the world have seen temporary periods of decline followed by regeneration. There always remained a dynamic heart to give birth to something new and different from the past, however related. But the waters of the vast river of South-East Asia dried up progressively. The tributaries no longer replenished its wholesome stream. The green vegetation once blooming along its banks withered rapidly. From year to year more of the life seeped from the civilization extending along the banks of this once mighty river, and the landscape of the whole region gradually stretched itself out like a stiff corpse in the moonlight. It was then that the western people, proudly conscious of their own technological progress, entered upon the scene. The river bed was all but dried up. When they looked around they saw with astonishment only the petrifying craters of ancient cultural eruptions: Madoura and Pagan here, Angkor and Boroboudour there ". (1) (1)



Tibor Mende, " L'Asia du Sud-Est entre deux mondes ", ( Edition du Seuil ), p. 16-18
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These are the world of a well-known writer who, with a discerning eye for cultural politics, has pictured the evolution of Asia through a prosperous past up to its unfortunate present situation. He has likened Asian civilization to a once vast and verdant river which has run dry. In his view, this miserable evolution was neither a consequence nor an imperialistic western policy of "divide and rule" nor did the era of western dominance Asia necessarily enhance it. Indeed the author did not claim to know the real cause for this drying up of eastern culture. Rather, his purpose was to awaken South-East Asia to the devitalized state of its civilization and to dramatize the significance which the wonders of western technology had now assumed on the world scene. We Asians would indeed mistaken not to evince great admiration for and faith in western technological advances, especially after having witnessed the renaissance which modern Japan experienced in the wake of western contacts. Certainly the marvels of western technology can help relieve the misery, poverty, and hunger of Asia. We are concerned, however, that the further expansion of western influence here might bring with it such dire consequences as sharpened class conflicts, wars of independence, and struggles for markets and raw materials. These fears are imbedded deeply in traditional Asian humanism, which has taught that "machine technology give birth to hearts which harbour only evil designs". We dread the day when all mankind might consider that means need have no relation to ends in human conduct. MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND THE ART OF LIVING . _ Today, as Asia presses on eagerly with the industrialization which alone can make it as strong as the West, one wonders if a unique Asian approach to this task is not required to avoid the pitfalls into which western nations have fallen. Should the Asian nations not apply their own set of values in the process of assimilating western technology? Is it enough for Asia to learn western technology or does it need also to revive its traditional humanist philosophy, which in the past was always its greatest energizing and creative force, and thereby humanize the onward march of technology? Professor Pierre Gourou drew this significant conclusion on his study on tropical countries: 14



"There is no doubt that nothing serious ever would be accomplished if the attention of the modern world centred uniquely on the means of living; it is in fact an art of living that we need most". (1) Such an art of living is precisely what Asian philosophers have taken as their measure in trying to evaluate human conduct. Mahatma Gandhi applied this conception on a grand scale in his life and works. It is certain that, if we look at the world's technological advance from a strictly politico-economic point of view, we can feel only anxiety and concern. On the other hand, taking the viewpoint of Asian humanism, we may feel hope and inspiration as René Grousset has suggested in his book, "The Face of Asia": "What characterizes Asia today above all is her hunger. To millions of people lured by the prospect of swift industrialization or in search of a new political equilibrium the major problem remains nonetheless to find food for tomorrow. We could go on reasoning like westerners, warning these people of all the disasters and revolutions to which the extravagance of mechanization without an ideal has accustomed us. But, in reality, there are elements of hope; without mentioning Christianity, a foreign import which has left profound traces in more than one area, we may say that the benevolent impartiality of Confucianism, the ineffable compassion of Buddhism, the wisdom of Brahmanism, the self-sacrifice and the simplicity of Taoism, and the heroic nobility of 'Bushido' comprise together a reservoir of strength on which these peoples tortured by hunger and social turmoil can count. In the tragic hours of their history, Asia's people always can find spiritual relief in the deep currents of philosophical and religious thought which never cease to infuse their existence. Like the great rivers of Asia, these currents sometimes change their course and sometimes threaten to dry up or overflow, but still continue to flow all the same". (1) Here we see implied the urgency of infusing new vitality into traditional Asian humanism. Such a development will insulate Asia against the sort of (1)



Pierre Gourou, " Les Pays Tropicaux ", ( Edition Presse Universitaire de France ), p. 186
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René Grousset, " La Face de L'Asie ", ( Ed. Payot, Paris ), p. 444
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"mechanization without an ideal" that has too often characterized industrialization in the West. Probably more than anything else, it is also Asia's humanist tradition which will stop communism from expanding its present footholds in China and North Vietnam. In a great country like India, where ancient traditions have remained essentially strong, there may exist a less pressing need for this revival than elsewhere in the East. The re-emphasis of traditional cultural values certainly appears necessary and urgent, however, in the smaller countries of South-East Asia, which have lost their cultural moorings as a result of long foreign domination. Only in the context of such a revival can their industrialization according to western methods proceed without disastrous results. Relying at the same time on a return to ancient values and on the application of new industrial techniques, Asia should be able to rebuild itself and assume again a role in human affairs consonant with its splendid past. Such a renaissance would benefit not only a few nations but the whole world. It can be hope that Asia, by its example, will help to humanize modern technology and thereby promote an understanding of the art as the means of living. Through its rich insights and ideals humanism shows man how to live and let live, how to lead a wholesome life in full respect for his human fellows and, indeed, for all creation. This is so because humanism penetrates to the real essence of life, emphasizing that: "Outwardly it seems to be Reason, But within, it is Love indeed".(2)



(2)



From Nguyễn-Du, Vietnamese poet ( 1765-1820 )
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